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World Leader in HRSG Cleaning 

Precision Iceblast Corporation is hands down the world’s leader in HRSG cleaning. We provide an 

invaluable service to our customers and insure that their HRSG’s are running as efficiently as 

possible. Our experience, capabilities, and reputation are unsurpassed. We have formed strong 

alliances with other large names in the power industry such as Nooter/Eriksen, Deltak, Nem, Alstom, 

Stork and HRST to name a few. Our reputation for cleaning HRSG’s has gotten so strong that the 

request for our services have spanned all over the world. We have had crews working on six 

continents and our cleaning results provide decreased back pressure, increase heat transfer and 

increase megawatts. 

Our company provides iceblasting and re-coating surfaces anywhere in the world. We have the 

knowledge and the experience to go wherever our customers need us and we aren’t afraid to travel 

to any foreign country. Our employees are equipped with passports and our equipment is easily 

packed into containers that can be shipped by plane or ship depending on how quickly it needs to 

get there. 

We manufacture our own equipment. The equipment on the market just isn’t capable of performing 

to the standards that we require. Having the ability to make our own equipment allows us to always 

have enough machines to clean as many HRSG’s at one time as necessary; we have never had to turn 

down a job because we didn’t have enough equipment to perform the work. Making our own 

equipment also gives us the ability to continue to grow as quickly as we need. 

We get the work done during the limited downtime that our customers have. Regardless of the 

duration of the shutdown and the number of faces that need blasted, we’ll get the work done. We 

work around the clock and add as many guns as necessary in order to accomplish the task. This is 

extremely important to our customers to know that they can count us to meet their time constants. 

We blast at very high pressures (350 psi). The dry ice does a great job cleaning the first couple rows 

of tubes. Beyond that it is our patented tube spreading technology that allows us to clean tubes past 

the first two rows. We are partnered with HRST and perform most effective deep HRSG tube 

cleaning process in the world using a proprietary tube spreading and extremely high pressure 

blasting process. Lower pressure blasting can actually pack the debris in the middle of the tubes and 

increase the back pressure. Our high pressure blasting forcefully blows the debris completely 

through bundles containing over twenty six rows of tubes. 

We provide a turnkey service for our customers. We inconvenience our customers as little as 

possible so we offer baffle plate removal, tube scaffold or sky climber access, and full cleanup of the 

HRSG. In addition, we also offer SCR and CO catalyst cleaning as wells as services to clean or surface 

prep any applications in the power generation industry. 

 


